Abstract. In this paper, the solution of a nonlinear version of the weighted sensitivity H`'-opiimizaiina problem is discussed. It is shown that the natural object to be considered in this context is a certain "sensitiviiy operator," which will be optimized locally in a given "energy ball" (see § 5 for the details). In the linear case, the authors are reduced again to the classical sensitivity minimization technique of Zames [21] . Thu methods were very strongly influenced by the complex analytic power series ideas of [3] , [4] , [5] . See also the recent results of Ball and Helton [6] for another approach to this subject. In the papers [3], [4] an extension of the commutant lifting theorem to a local nonlinear setting was given, together with a discussion of how this result could be used to develop a design procedure for nonlinear systems. In the present paper, we continue this line of research with a constructive extension of the linear Pr theory to nonlinear systems. We should note that our colleagues Ball and Helton [6] have developed a completely different, novel approach to this problem based on a nonlinear version of Ball-Helton theory.
I. Introduction. Recently, there has been a great deal of research devoted to the weighted H'-optimization of linear systems. See [13] for a rather extensive list of references. Much of the underlying theory for this work has been based on the ideas of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein [1], generalized interpolation theory in Hr due to Sarason [17] , and, most generally, on the Sz.-Nagy-Foias commutant lifting theorem [19] .
In the papers [3] , [4] an extension of the commutant lifting theorem to a local nonlinear setting was given, together with a discussion of how this result could be used to develop a design procedure for nonlinear systems. In the present paper, we continue this line of research with a constructive extension of the linear Pr theory to nonlinear systems. We should note that our colleagues Ball and Helton [6] have developed a completely different, novel approach to this problem based on a nonlinear version of Ball-Helton theory.
In the theory presented below, we will consider majorizable input/output operators (see § 3 for the precise definition). In particular, these operators are analytic in a ball around the origin in a complex Hilbert space, and it turns out that it is possible t express each n-linear term of the Taylor expansion of such an operator as a linear operator on a certain tensor space. (Our class of operators also includes Volterra series of fading memory [8] .) This allows us to iteratively apply the classical commutant lifting theorem in designing a compensator. (The general technique we call the iteratiat commutant lifting procedure. See § 6 for the details.) For single input/single output (SISO) systems, this leads to the construction of a compensator which is optimal relative to a certain sensitivity function that will be defined in § 5. Moreover, in complete generality (i.e., for multiple input/multiple output (MIMO) systems), our procedure will ameliorate (in the sense of our nonlinear weighted sensitivity criterion) any given design. We note that for linear systems, our method reduces to the standard H-design technique as discussed, for example, in [13] and initiated in [21] .
In developing the present theory, we have had to extend some of the skew Toeplit techniques of [7] and [11] to linear operators defined on certain tensor spaces. Thh 2. Analytic mappings on Hilbert space. We would like to discuss here a few andard results about analytic mappings on Hilbert spaces. We are essentially following he treatments of [3] [4] [5] and [8] to which the reader may refer for all of the details. in particular, input/output operators that admit Volterra expansions are special cases of the operators which we study here. See [8] , [16] , [20] .
Let G and H denote complex Hilbert spaces. Set This assumption will be made throughout this paper for the various analytic maps that we consider. For cl) a Volterra series, 4)" is basically the alb-Volterra kernel. Now set
• Then cf;" extends in a unique manner to a dense subset of G® n := GO • O G (tensor product taken n times). Note by G® we mean the Hilbert space completion of the algebraic tensor product of the G's. Clearly if 0" has finite norm on this dense subset, then On extends by continuity to a bounded linear operator 0": G® n H. By abuse of notation, we will set O n := 4", and 0,,(g):= 0"(g0• • -0g) (the tensor product taken c times).
It is important to note that in principle we can determine cb" quite easily from the input/output operator 4'. Indeed, we have the following elementary lemma. 
x exp (-
The required it then follows immediately from the Cauchy formula.
Remark 2.2. We should note that if cl, is analytic, then each O n is continuous an n-multilinear map); hence, the associated linear map extends to the nth projeo power of G. Lemma 2.1 is valid in this more general situation as well.
We now conclude this section with two key definitions. DEFINITION 2.3. (i) Notation as above. By a majorizing sequence for the holorp phic map 49, we mean a sequence of positive numbers a n n =1, 2, • • • such thatli0"0 for n 1. Suppose that lim sup a I ni "< co. Then it is completely standard ( [8] )
the Taylor series expansion of ek converges at least on the ball B r(G) of radius r=1
(ii) If admits a majorizing sequence as in (i), then we will say that majorizable.
We will see in the next section that a very important class of input/output opera from systems and control theory are in point of fact majorizable.
Operators with fading memory.
In this section, we will show that perha most natural class of input/output operators from the systems standpoint are ma able. Moreover, for this class of operators we will even derive an a priori majo sequence. We begin with the following key definition: ow, from the above we can easily compute (see [4] for the details) that
On -e, 0 -r, )
ll W 11 II E ai, i" ei, 0 • " 0 er" II. n n r211W113 n! for n 2 s a majorizing sequence for 0. In computations it turns out that it is easier to work ith the majorizing sequence a,, given in the formulation of Lemma 3.3.
(ii) Note, moreover, we have that
In what follows, we will assume that all of the input/output operators we consider are causal and are majorizable.
An interesting and useful property of fading memory operators is the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
Then from the above proof of Lemma 3.3, for fixed n, we have that there exist constant C and C such that
Thus,
Hence as N co, we see that Jim sup Ict.,,(x (k) )11 =0, which shows that 0" is compact. 
Control theoretic preliminaries.
We start here with the control proble definition. First, we will need to consider the precise kind of input/output opera we will be considering. See [3] , [4] for closely related discussions. As mentioned abo we are assuming that all of the operators we consider are causal and are majorizab For a discussion of causality in the nonlinear context, see [3] [4] [5] [6] . Throughout paper, H 2 (C k ) will denote the standard Hardy space of C k -valued functions on unit circle (k may be infinite, i.e., in this case C k is replaced by h 2 , the space one-sided square-summable sequences). We now have the following definition. Since the theory we are considering is local, the notion of local stability is suffic . f o r a l l o f t h e a p p l i c a t i o n s w e h a v e i n m i n d . T h e i n t e r e s t e d r e a d e r c a n c o m p a r e notion with the more global notions of stability as, for example, discussed in [6] .
The theory we are about to give holds for all plants which admit coprime loca l stable factorizations. However, for simplicity we will assume that our plant is at locally stable. Accordingly, let P, W denote locally stable operators, with W invert) Referring to Fig. 1 , P represents the plant, and W the weight or filter. Now we that the feedback compensator C locally stabilizes the closed loop if the opera 
some q e C,. Note then that the weighted sensitivity (I + P 0 C) -` 0 W can be written W-P° q, where q W. (Since W is invertible, the data q and g are equivalent.) this context, we will call such a q a compensating parameter. From the compensating ameter q, we get a locally stabilizing compensator C via the formula (1).
The problem we would like to solve here is a version of the classical disturbance nuation problem associated to the feedback loop in Fig. 1 (see [7] , [21] ). This, of arse, corresponds to the "minimization" of the "sensitivity" W -P ° q taken over locally stable q. In order to formulate a precise mathematical problem, we need to in what sense we want to minimize W -P q. This we will do in the next section ere we will propose a notion of "sensitivity minimization" which seems quite natural analytic input/output operators.
5. Sensitivity function. In this section we define a fundamental object, namely a nlinear version of sensitivity. We will see that while the optimal H' sensitivity is a number in the linear case, the measure of performance which seems to be more ral in this nonlinear setting is a certain function defined in a real interval.
In order to define our notion of sensitivity, we will first have to partially order Space of analytic mappings defined in a ball about the origin. All of the input/output Mors here will be locally stable. We also follow here our convention that for given C,, On will denote the bounded linear map on the tensor space (H 2 (C k )) ® " elated with the n-linear part of 0., which we also denote by 0,, (and which we ays assume without loss of generality is symmetric in its arguments). The context II always make the meaning of 0,, clear.
We can now state the following key definitions. DEFINITION 
(i) For IV, P, q
(W is the weight, P the plant, and q the mpensating parameter), we define the sensitivity functions S(q),
S(q)( P):= E Pn
'all p> 0 such that the sum converges. Note that for fixed P and W, for each q E get an associated sensitivity function.
(ii) We write S(q) S (4) 
(q)._.5_. S(4) and S( S(q), we write S(q) --÷-• :-S(4). This means that q)(p)= S(4)( p)
for all p> 0 sufficiently small, i.e., S(q) and S(g) are equal as of functions.
(iii) If S(q)--5. S(4), but S(4)% S(q), we will say that q ameliorates 4. Note ilia this means S(q)(p)<S(4)(p)
for all p> 0 sufficiently small. Now with Definition 5.1, we can define a notion of "optimality" relative to tht sensitivity function. DEFINITION 
(I) qn
(ii) We say q c C, is optimal with respect to its nth term g,, if for every n-linea 4,, e C,, we have
S(q,-I--• -+q"_,+q"-1-q", • • •)_S(q,+• • •+q"_,-F4 n +q,,,,+• -).
If q E C, is optimal with respect to all of its terms, then we say that it is partially optim Clearly, if g is optimal, then it is partially optimal; however, the converse ma not hold. Note, moreover, that if 0 is a Volterra series, then our definition of sensitive measures in a precise sense the amplification of energy of each Volterra kernel signals whose energy is bounded by a given p. For this reason, it appears that in t context, Definition 5.1 of the sensitivity function S(q) seems physically natural. lot next section, we will discuss a procedure for constructing partially optimal compens' ing parameters, and then in § 7 we will show how this procedure leads to the constructi of optimal compensating parameters for SISO systems. Of course, from formula I above, we can derive the corresponding partially optimal (respectively, optimal) co pensator from the partially optimal (respectively, optimal) compensating paramet 6. Iterative commutant lifting method. In this section, we discuss the main const tion of this paper from which we will derive both partially optimal and opt compensators relative to the sensitivity function given in Definition 5.1 above. before, P will denote the plant and W the weighting operator, both of which assume are locally stable. As in the linear case, we always suppose that P, is isometry, i.e. P, is inner. In order to state our results, we will need to make a preliminary remarks and set up some notation. We begin by noting the following key relationship:
Note that once again for 0 majorizable, 0, 7 denotes the n-linear part of 0, as well the associated linear operator on the appropriate tensor space. We are now ready to formulate the iterative commutant lifting procedure. H: H 2 (Ck )-> H 2 (Ck )C)P,H 2 (C k ) denote orthogonal projection. Using the linear mutant lifting theorem (CLT) (see [19] for the details), we may choose q, such IIW1 -Piga = 1 1 11 wi IINow given this g, , we choose (using the CLT) q 2 such that
for n 2. Then from the CLT, we may choose qn such that A. II and so (using the fact that P, is an isometry)
Clearly from the majorizability hypothesis, we can find positive constants Mo , R R such that We introduce the notation
With this notation, (3) may be equivalently written as
4(z)« a(z)+ b(4(z)).

Now (formally) define pc(z)--a(z)+ b(p.(z)).
Then we claim the following:
(ii)4(0« A (z) ; (hi) At is analytic in some sufficiently small neighborhood of zero.
Clearly, the verification of this claim would complete the proof of the proposition. In order to do this, let f be analytic in some ball of radius ro centered at the print. Then we set 11f110.):= sup {lf(z)1:1z15_ r} for r < . Next, we define an operator on the set of analytic functions defined in some neighborhood of the origin by F(f) := a+ b(f) whenever F(f) is well defined as an analytic function near zero. Then for given 8> 0, and r 1/2R o < 1/R o (this choice for r will be made clear below), we let B := { f analytic near 0: II f -a ll 8}.
CIPR1AN FOIAS AND ALLEN TANNENBAUM
We want to choose 6, such that F is well defined in B, F: B-B, and such that Fit contractive in B.
Now it is easy to see that 1 VI"Ror 6 ± 1-Rot---(5+2M,Ror.
Clearly, we can choose r, 6 such that (8a) 0<6+2M,,R"r---
-(5 + 2MoRo r)R
We require then that 6 and r satisfy (9) 2MR 2 (5+2M"R"r) 2 -5.
With these choices we clearly have that F: B-B. Now Note that given any q E CI , we can apply the iterative commutant lifting pro to W-P 0 q. Now set sn(q)(P):= E w -P ° II.
Next let Clearly, S ul (q): S(q) (as functions). We can now state the following result whose proof is immediate from the above discussion. PROPOSITION 
Given q E C,, there exists ' 4 E C,, such that S(4)---S n (q).
Moreover, q may be constructed from the iterated commutant lifting procedure. Moreover, we easily have the following result. PROPOSITION 
q is partially optimal if and only if S(q)' . ----S n (q) (i.e., S(q)( p)= Sn(q)(p) for all p > 0 sufficiently small; see § 5).
Proof Assume that q is partially optimal. Then, q must be optimal with respect to its first term q,. However, we have seen that there exists 4, such that I Wt P4111= In Will. If 11 W, -P q > 1111 W, II, then since we are considering germs of functions, we would have S
(q). S(4,+ q 2 + -• • ), contradicting the partial optimality of q.
By induction, assume that we have proven
11( W P ° = Illl(W -P°0,11
for 1 j n. Then again if
W P ° q) IIH( 141 P ° 9).+111,
by the above construction, using the commutant lifting theorem, we can find a such that
1111( W -P ° = II(W P ° (91+ q 2 + • • • + + ein-f-i+ • • • )).+1)11. So once more, S(q) S(q,+ • • • + q"+ 4,, ±, + q"±2 + • • • ), contradicting the partial optimality of q. Hence, we get that S(q) ==-Srl(q).
The proof of the converse direction is similar. u We can now summarize the above discussion with the following theorem. THEOREM 
For given P and W as above, any q E C, is either partially optimal or can be ameliorated by a partially optimal compensating parameter.
Proof. The proof follows immediately from Propositions 6.1-6.3. u It is important to emphasize that a partially optimal compensating parameter need not be optimal in the sense of Definition 5.1(i). Basically, what we have shown here is that using the iterated commutant lifting procedure, we can ameliorate any given design. The question of optimality will be considered in the next section.
Optimal compensators.
In this section we will derive our main results about optimal compensators. Basically, we will show that in the single input/single output setting, the iterated commutant lifting procedure leads to an optimal design. We begin with the following theorem. and hence 11 f,i72(q 1 )-P,g2 11= cr2 . Clearly the above procedure can be iterated step by step. Convergence follows by the same argument as that used in Proposition 6.1. u For the construction of the optimal compensator in Theorem 7.3 below, we will need one more technical result. Accordingly, we will need to set up a bit more notation. [15] and [19] .) We can now state the following generalization of a nice result which appears in [18] . LEMMA 
Notation as above. Let A: H -> H 2 O mH 2 be a bounded linear operator which attains its norm, i.e., such that there exists h o c H with ilAholl =
0 O. Suppose moreover that AS co = TA.
Then there exists a unique minimal intertwining dilation B of A, i.e., an operator B: H -› 1-1 2 such that BS cr,= SB, and 11 1 B A. Proof
First of all, without loss of generality, we can assume that 11All = I. The existence of B follows from the commutant lifting theorem [19] . For the uniqueness we use the results of [10] . Indeed, let We consider the following two cases.
Case (i). Suppose Oho , O. Then CA' +00 c F, which implies that F D 00 + D A. from which we get that F= DTODA• Case (ii). Suppose (Ah o , p,) [18] .) Now from our above hypotheses, each IIA k is compact for k 2; hence, each IIA k attains its norm. Therefore, by Lemma 7.2 each optimal qk constructed by the iterated commutant lifting procedure is unique. Proof. Indeed, since P, is SISO rational (recall that we also always assume that P, is inner), H 2 O P, H2 is finite-dimensional, and so we are done by Theorem 7.3. u Remark 7.5. Corollary 7.4 gives a constructive procedure for finding the optimal compensator under the given hypotheses. Indeed, when P, is SISO rational, the iterative commutant lifting procedure can be reduced to finite dimensional matrix calculations.
We will illustrate this important point via an example in § 9. In a subsequent paper, we will show that when the hypotheses of Theorem 7.3 are satisfied, the skew Toeplitz theory of [7] provides an algorithmic design procedure for distributed nonlinear systems as well.
Maximal vectors and optimal interpolants.
In order to apply the iterative cornmutant lifting procedure to an actual example, we will need a generalization of a result due to Sarason [17] on the optimal interpolant. More precisely, for K a bounded In order to state our result, we will first need a few preliminary remarks. Let H:= H 2 (C k ). As above, we let m E H' be nonconstant inner, and let II, : H 2 -> H 2 O mH 2 =: H(m) denote orthogonal projection, with T the compression of the canonical shift on H 2 to H(m). Moreover, S., will denote the canonical shift on H, defined by multiplication by e". Now given h c H, we can write h as a column vector (perhaps infinite)
h, h = h2
We then set
Moreover, given any bounded linear operator B: H --> H2 such that BS co = SB, we ha that for z E D (the unit disc),
That is, we can express B as the row matrix [6, 62. •] with 4, E H' for j 1. We will identify B with this row matrix. With this notation, we can now state the following resulting proposition. We will apply Proposition 8.1 in our computation of an optimal compensator in the next section.
9. Example. In this section, we will give an example of our nonlinear design procedure. Since we have been working in the disc, we will here take discrete-time systems, even though our techniques obviously go through in a similar manner for continuous-time systems as well. In what follows below, Hp= will denote the space of C-valued analytic functions on the bidisc D 2 with square integrable boundary values.
We let
W (z) 1 -z
and P = P1 + P2 where P, = z 2 (in the discrete Fourier domain), and
More precisely, as we explained above, we can regard a bilinear map P2 on H 2 x H 2 as a linear map on H 2 O H 2 , and then it is easy to see that H 2 OH 2 c a n b e n a t u r a l l y i d e n t i f i e d w i t h HD2. (The identification is given by z01--> z, and IC)z-> z2 .) Note that in the discrete-time domain, P2 is just a discrete Fourier transform of the "squaring" map, i.e., given the square integrable sequence {a"}, we have that P2 is the Fourier transform of the mapping {a"}-> {ate}.
We now apply our procedure to the weight W and the plant P. Accordingly, if we let M w : H 2 --> H 2 denote multiplication by W, and let II: Of course, the above computation was based on standard linear H°°-optimization theory. We now want to show how to get the optimal second-order compensating parameter. Accordingly, following the iterative commutant lifting procedure, we note that
for FE HD2 P2 (q,C)q,) will be the "weight" for which we will apply the commutant lifting procedure relative to the "plant" P,.
Then, (Ap Now we must write the Fourier representation of h, in order to apply Proposition 8.1, and so we must express Ho, as some H 2(C k ). Accordingly, we apply the techniques of [19] , to which we refer the reader for all the details about Fourier representations. More precisely, given F=17,=0 Fik zil z, we have that the Fourier representation of F, denoted by F(4"), is given by We are almost done! Indeed, still working with the Fourier representations, the optimal q2 may be derived from the equality (for z E D)
-(4/13 2 )P2 (q 1 ®q,)F z 2 q2 F = Thus, we see that
Despite its seemingly complicated form, we will now see that q 2 has an integral expression in the Fourier domain, which translates into a rather simple two-linear function in the time-domain. Explicitly, we may write (11) equivalently as
where (Et z n-2 {z(AF","+(A -0/f3F" ± ",,+0 -0/0F, + ,)+0 -on3 2 F","}) S,.
-(E which, of course, is the transform of a very simple quadratic map in the time domain.
In the exact same way, we can write down explicit expressions for all the terms of q 2 a p p e a r i n g i n f o r m u l a ( 1 2 ) . Note that our above computations essentially amount to finite-dimensional matrix manipulations. We have then that q,+ q2 is the optimal compensating parameter up to order two. A similar computation allows us to find the optimal compensating parameter up to any order, and by Proposition 6.1, our procedure is guaranteed to converge.
10. Conclusions. In this paper we have introduced a novel notion of "sensitivity minimization," and have given a method for constructing optimal compensators for SISO systems, and partially optimal compensators for MIMO systems. This generalizes the standard Fr linear theory in a rather natural way. However, in contrast to the linear case, the measure of performance is now given by (the germ of) a certain sensitivity function instead of a real number. The key idea is the utilization of an iterative commutant lifting procedure which can also be employed to ameliorate any given design in the sense of § 5.
The techniques we have used here are local and very much inspired by the previous work in [3] [4] [5] . The interested reader can contrast this approach with the nonlinear Ball-Helton method as given in [6] . An intriguing problem would be to compare nonlinear designs derived from these two approaches (which, of course, coincide in the linear case). This we would like to consider in some future work as well as attempt to derive a more global theory. There are, of course, a number of open questions still remaining even in our local setting. A key problem is to design optimal controllers for nonlinear MIMO plants. Indeed, even though we can ameliorate any design, because of nonuniqueness in the choice of the various minimal intertwining dilations in the iterative commutant lifting procedure, for MIMO systems we cannot guarantee optimality but only partial optimality. In a subsequent paper, we plan to show how the skew Toeplitz techniques of [7] provide a design methodology for distributed nonlinear systems as well.
At the Systems Research Center of Honeywell in Minneapolis, an interesting partial dynamic inversion technique due to Elgersma and Morton [9] has recently been employed to obtain some nonlinear designs related to a sixth degree of freedom aircraft model. A project on which we are now embarked is the utilization of the iterative commutant lifting procedure in order to ameliorate this kind of design. Finally, in the SISO case (in which there is a rather complete theory), our procedure is algorithmic, and we are presently working on software for its digital implementation with our colleagues at Honeywell along the lines of the work already done in the linear framework based on [11] and [12] .
